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•Muskies.heading in
oppos~-te directions
•Graham. highlights.
upcoming changes·
X A V-l ER

87th year, issue 16
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Villa: .past, present, future
BY JENNIFER PUTNAM

·

·

·

·

Campus News Assistant Editor

It's stucco, large and pink.
What else could it be but the
Villa? Built in the 1920s, the Villa ·
once served as home to silent
movie star Thera Bara.
The architectural detail of
arched doorways and Rookwood
tiles are just a few ·of the details
that give the Villa its elegance a_nd
character.
The six bedroom, four< bath- . ·.
room house serves as a resid_ence• .
theme house. However, this will ·
soon change. Next year, theVilla
will be used as the Honors House.
The relocating of the Honors
House has been a daunting pro-.
cess. When the University .Cen~
.
... . . . .
.
.·
.
.
'
PHOTO BY NOVAH ,SULLIVAN
. ter was de!llolished to inake room The Villa· will change residents once again when the Honors
for the new Gallagher Student House resurfaces in the Fall 2002 semester.
'·
Center; Campus Police was ..
In February of 2000, Student Program the ,Villa as its new lomoved across the street from the ·
Villa ·into the then Honors House. Development offered the Honors cation to compensate for uproot-

ing something so central to the the program after removing them
from their i'ocation of several
program.
"When you dir~ct a program years without a proper substitute.
After much discussion, it was
and you are offered space, you
take it," said. Dr. E. Paul Colella, determined the Honors House
would be moved to the Villa for
director of the Honors Program.
However, there was a huge dis- the beginning of the fall 2002 secrepancy with the offer. At the mester. There is a possibility four
time it was offered to the Honors to five students would live in the
Program, housing contracts had Hpnors House and be responsible
already been signed by students for maintaining all of the honors
to live in tht;: house for the up- programs.
The future of the new Honors
coµiing semester. It was deter111in,(!cf the house would continue House is uncertain, as the Villa's
·i~ 'be us~ci for student residence 'fate may be demolition in a few
and the Honors Program· would years. Time and deterioration
relocate to the basement of has faded the grandeur of the
house and caused a great need for
Buenger Hall.
Having been located in a restoration, and no renovation
house since Xavier President Rev. plans have been made by the. adMike Graham, S.J., ran the pro- ministration.
gram it was brought to the attention of Student Development the
program needed a house. They
felt the university was in debt to

Someone to watch over us

behind McDonald Library.
At the dedication cerem~ny
Campus News Editor.
for the sculpture garden, Xavier
Students traveling the aca- President Rev. Mike Graham, S.J.,
demic inall. once again might be · asked the Downeys if they had
somewhat surprised by its new- ever seen a statue of St. Ignatius,
est addition. A seven-foot tall the founder of Graham's Jesuit orstatue of St. Ignatius, placed on a der. Months later, he had his St.
four-foot high brick pedestal, Ignatius statue.
now presides over the green
The statues both arrived at
space in front of Logan Hall and Xavier in November 2000, but a
showers divine light on Xavier's debate over. St. Ignatius' permawork-weary students.
nent hoirie, in addition to a staff
The bronze statue was donated preoccupied with· the Gallagher
by Bernard Downey, Class of Center construction and other
1949, his wife, Jean _Ann and their campus renovation projects de12 children, all of whom attended layed its placement for over a
Xavier. It was cast by the Demetz year.
Art Studio of Ortisei, Italy, the ·
Mrs. Downey said her family
same studio that produced. the St. likes to donate Demetz statues to
Francis of Assisi statue (also a · the university because they are so
Downey family contribution) that beautiful.
stands in the sculpture garden
"Xavier was very good to us,

BY ELIZABETH BONEAU
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and we would just like to. return
something," said Mrs. Downey,
who jokingly calls· the statue "St.
Ignatius on the Move," because
of the 'active forward motion it..
holds ..
A statue of Xavier's former
president, Rev. James E. Hoff,
SJ., is also awaiting its addition
to campus. The life-size bronze
sculpture will feature Hoff and
two students, and will be placed
outside Hoff Hall, the campus
dining room in the Cintas Center.
The Hoff statue will also bear
the former president's wellknown mission statement for the
university: "To ·prepare students
intellectually, morally and spiriNEWSWIRE PHOTO BY JACKSON GOODNIGHT
tually to take their place in our
rapidly changing global society A seven-foot tall statue of St. Ignatius; donated by ·Bernard and
and to work for the betterment of Jean Ann Downey, now resides outside of Logan Hall.
that society."
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•· . · Three Savage Scholarships ~ill
be awarded to current fuH~time
The new year has brought a · · sophomores. orjl1~1ors: Each scholbevy of scholarship ,opportunities arship)s worth-$3~000 and wili be
for interested upp~rcfass stu(lents; ·aw.arded to those three students
1\vo scholarship coi11petiticm:s are whb have demonstrated dedication
un~erway~ the o'Conno.r ancl t.~.ancl~ex,cellence in the. h~rrtani~
Savage Scholarships; "- :
· ·· ties.
.
. .
·The O'Connor.·Scholarshipis
•. Applicaticms•for the O'Connor
awarded to a ftill~time studelltin • and Savage Scholarships are avail~
the junior class ancl is.worth ableonlythrotighacademicdepart. $5,000, which will go toward the··. men.ts. To obtain_·an application,
wiii,ner's senior year tuition. Stu- interested students should consult
dents from all three college-+- the , the department chair of their reCollege of Arts and Seiences, the spective majors, or visit the Office
College of Social Sci,ences and the of the Associate Dean. in 124 Alter
Williams College of Business .;;___ Hall.
.
. .
More information is available
are eligible.
The O'Connor Scholarship is on .the main bulletin -board in the
awarded by the.Financial Aid and . Alter Hall Lobby. Applications are
Scholarship Committee .to a jun- due by Feb. 18.
·
ior individual who has· best demonstrated outstanding academic,
and extracurricular achievements
atXavier.
BY ELIZABETH BONEAU . ·
Campus News Editor . ...

Near naked mile
The. secqnd annual Near Naked Mile will be held Friday, Jan.
: 18 .on the residential mall. Registration begins at 6: 15 p.m. and the
. race begiits at? p.m. Race day
registration is $5, and T-shirts will
also be on sale for $5. STUYKA
is hosting the race and' ail p~o
ceeds will benefit ReSTOC. Shorts
are the minimal attire for men,
shirts and shorts for women. For
more info, contact Suzie at7454887.

Guest speaker
Elizabeth Toledo, former. vice
president
of the National
I
Women's Organization, will be
speaking on Wednesday, Jan. 16
at 8 p.m. in Kelley Auditorium.
Her talk, "Everyday Acts of Rebellion," will focus on ways in
which people can make a difference in the community,· the· current political climate for civil
rights and the future ofLGBT concerns.

.

· "B.EAR TOOTH MOUNTAINS"
BY MOLLY MCHENRY

MLKdinner
The annual Dr. Martin Luther
King dinner will take place on
Wednesday, Jan. 16 at 7 p.m. in
the Cintas Center Banquet Room.
For the first time, the dinner will
feature a drama, ''The Meeting," a
fictionalaccount of a meeting
betweenKing and Malcolm X.
For more info, contact the Office
of Multicultural Affair~ at 745318 I.

·.Volunteers needed
Women Helping Women, an
organization that provide s services to victims of sexual assault,
incest and domestic violence, is
seeking volunteers. Applications
are due by Feb.15 and training
runs from March 9-23. Those interested in applying can contact
Grundi Moore at(513) 977-5541.

as

This picture was taken in August, 2001 ·of the McHenry family
they hiked ·
Montana's "Bear Tooth,Mountains" looking for mountain .goats.

Residential mall embraces great oµtdoors
will
BY JENNIFER PUTNAM

Asst. Campus News Editor

ESL partners
The Litdracy Club arid the
Center for English as a Second
Language are looking for volunteers who are interested in becoming conversation partners with international students. For more
info, contact Madeleine Mitchell
at 745-2979.

SAC ski trip
SAC is sponsoring a ski trip to
Perfect North on Feb. I from9 p.m.
to 3:30 a.m. Rentals are free with ·
the $20 lift ticket. For more information, call the SAC office at 7453534.

Blood Drive
Hoxworth Blood Center will be
hosting a blood drive on campus
Wednesday, Jan. 23 and Thursday,
Jan. 24 on the residential mall. Donations can be made by appointment only. To make an appoint- ·
nient, call Laura Carnaghi at 7458994.

There have been many changes
to campus recently. Whether it is
a new building or a new statue
there always seems to be something added. However, this summer, some of it is about to come
down.
The five houses on the residential mall directly across from the
Gallagher Student Center will be

Police Notes
Jan. 3, 8:17 a.m. -Employees reported the theft of two Dell
laptop computers valued at
$5,400 from Schott Hall. There
were no signs of forced entry.
Jan. 5, 10:45 p.m. - Campus Police observed a suspicious
vehicle parked in the Victory
Fatnily Park. 1\vo subjects were
observed entering the loading
dock of the Cintas Center, and
subsequent investigation revealed the car was stolen out of
Evanston. Two juveniles were
located and charged with receiv-

torn down to have more open space
space will serve as a recreation area
on campus.·
for both the active and more passive student. It will include seatThe new student center is built
50 feet back from where the previing areas, shrubbery, _walking
paths and a stage for s.tudent use.
ous University Center was located,
allowing for more open space with
"The new area will be ready for·
the removal of the houses on the . use by the beginning of next se~
mester," said Dr. Ron Slepitza, vice
residential mall.
Husman will border the east
president of Student Developside of the green with Kuhlman linment.
ing the north. The Gallagher CenThe open space, projected to be
ter and Bellarmine Chapel will enapproximately 10 ·percent larger
close the west side. The open
than the green of the academic

Jan. 13, 10:45 -:- Campus Poing stolen property. The car was
lice assisted Cincinnati Police on
turned over to the Cincinnati Pothe 900 block of Marion Avenue. A
lice Department.
suspect had broken into several stuJan.11, noon An·em~·
ployee reported the theft of three den~ apartments and then fled the
scene.
textbooks outside Schott Hall.
Jan. 15, 2:30 a.m.· -- Campus
The. books were taken out of
Police on a routine patrol observed
mailbox.
Jan.12,8:30a.m.-Contrac- . two males fighting in the. R2 Lot.
The students were cited for disortors reported tliat someone enderly conduct and underage contered the Gallagher Center construction site and discharged t..yo
sump~i~~· - -~ ....
. fire extirig'uishers" on th~. third

a

~·floor: 1

~·-.,

·-.:· -·.. ·

· Jan. 13, 2:57 a:m: ·:_ Two
non-students on the third floor
of Brockman Hall were cited for
underage consumption of alcohol.
·

•'

.....

,

.......

. mall,
be the heart of outdoor
.·campus activity~ Much like the
Gallagher Center right across the
way. has everything the· indoors
. can offer, the new green space will
. provide a much-needed ·outdoor
· space for rest and relaxation.
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A MESSAGE FROM FR. G~.

AMESSAGE FROM FR..

GRAHAM

New year, new semester
THE START OF THE NEW YEAR BRINGS PERSONAL AND PROFESSIONAL RESOLUTIONS TO XAVIER'S CAMPUS

BY. MELISSA A. MOSKO
News Features Editor
Students, faculty and staff have
all made their personal New YeaJ"'s
resolutions, and Xavier's campus
isn't left out of the annual phenom~ ·
enon. X,avier President Re;v:
Michael Graham, S.J., hair his own
listofresolUtions
for the Xavier
campus, ranging
froin c~n'struc- ··
t
tion to planning

weareunclearaboutwhetherornot
to move an academi.c department
and classrooms over to the new
building," Graham said. He cites
increased student· traffic across
Dana Avenue as one hesitation for
the move.
. . Offices planning .to move are
University Rdations,Alumni, Mar<
·
keting, Devel~
opment, ~Pub,v
lie Relations
and Physical

''R h
ig. · now, A.avier

With all the
project planning
going on in different parts of the university, a committee
is being_ formed to
oversee all the
projects.and tackle
key.· issues in
Xavier's develop:.
· ment over the next • ·
feVv.year~; _
'.'The riew cqm~

is as uo.od. a.s i.t is
.
going to be; to get
better, it willhave to
b Jijfi
,,
ai

· to outreach pro"
Plant.
mittee willexamfoe.
grams.
6
"The park~ the' new programs
"Brick and .
ing situatfon and issues that af~:
mortar news alwill also be feet all of Xavier's
ways
gets
dramatically employees.
people's attendifferent one
"They will pool
erent.
year
from into an over-arching
tion," he said.
. e
Onoraround
- MichaelGraham,S.J. now.aside framework with
March I, 2002
from basket- other groups that are
the Gallagher
ball games already working,
Student Center
which will al- like Enterprise Rewill open, and with that, a slew of ·ways be a headache," Graham said sources, administraregarding the F&W building. The tion, diversity and
other projects will arise.
"Immediately after commence- campus will gain about 200 park- library planning,"
ment, we will level the house.s on ing spots along with the b~ilding. Graham said. "This
the residential mall, to make the
As· promised,_ th.e parking lost is a huge, huge isUniversity. Green," s~id (Jraham. dufing the constrnction of the sue foHhe univer~ .
The "green space" will include an Gallagher.Center will be reclaimed sity."
Last on his list,
outdoor stage equipped with power for use.
Some new faces will be coming Graham personally
outlets for plug-and-play entertainment. Graham says it will lend it- to campus this year as well. Thirty- resolves to help creself well to programming for stu- three new faculty members are be- ate strategic linkdents across the campus.
ing hired to fillold offices and cre- ages for community
outreach· programs .
Another big event for the uni- ate new ones.
versity is the total possessfon of the
'These new faculty members are within the university. This will inF&W Building across Dana Avenue the future of the university," Gra- clude increased communication on
from campus.
ham said. "We talk about planning . campus and partnerships in the
"We have a vague sense .of the for thefuture, but these people are community.
offices
want to move there, but the future of Xavier."
Graham, quotillg a Xavier con-

we

NEWS FEATURES'
TOTALLY
Q!JOTABLE

.'
'.

.

.

sultant said, "Right now, Xavier is
as good as it is going to be; to get
better, it will have to be different."
The biggest ch.a~lenge facing
Xavier th~s year is reinventing .it-

self so as to keep faith with its past
and history.

.
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Afghan·.detainees· transferFed
FIRST GROUP OF CAPTURED AL-QAID" TALIBAN FIGHTERS MOVED FROM AFGHANISTAN TO GUANTANAMO.BAY NAVAL BASE
Afghanistan.· In some instances,
they managed to seize their captors' weapons, and in one incident
GUANTANAMO BAY NAVAL killed a CIA agent, Johnny
BASE, Cuba - Marines and Army "Mike" Spann, inside a prison.
military police drilled on how to
So the transfer is expected to
tt:ansfer suspected terrorist prisoners be a delicate maneuver.
of the al-Qaida and Taliban moveThe prisoners may need to take
ments to this Caribbean outpost last a ferry that links the single airThursday as U.S troops 8,000. miles strip serving Guantanamo on one
away moved out the first group of side of the base to the cages where
hooded and chained prisoners from they'll be housed, on the other
• Afghanistan.
side. It is the usual route of trans~
"Obviously this is a unique situa- portation for anyone arriving at
tion, a historic situation . . . obvi- this isolated outpost that is reachously, as they get closer it's getting a able only by. U.S. military ap~
little more intense," reported Army proved aircraft or sea vessels. ·
Lt. Col. Bill Costello, chief spokesThe use of large helicopters is
.
·man for the operations at this base another option.
knowri as "Gitmo."
Even before the arrival, secu- .
As he spoke, military police who rity oil the transfer mission was '
had hastily built a prison camp of .tight.. CNN footage from
100 cage-like cells made of chain- Kandahar, Afghanistan showed a· ..
link fences rehearsed "the route of group of about 20 prisoners shufmarch" to move presumed danger- fling to an airplane - in chains
An Air Force C-141 is unloaded at Guantanamo Bay Naval Base in Cuba on Friday. Twenty ·
ous prisonersfrom the airstrip.
with hoods over their heads.
The first prisoners arrived on Fri-.
Amnesty International issued detainees from Afghanistan were on board the plane. They were brought to the base to be housed
day. As of Tuesday, 50 detainees have a statement criticizing the meth- in a prison camp and tO be interrogated;
been sent to the base from Afghani- ods of the transfer. Among other
stan.
things, the group said, the use of war .under the rules of the Geneva . Taliban prisoners had killed their
The clothing of the detainees,
"The one thing about security is, hoods and shackles was "worry- Convention, would be chained to guards in at least two instances in who departed Kandahar in their trait is never enough," Costello said, ing" because this appeared to vio- their seats,. perhaps sedated and the war.
ditional garb, will be changed at
still withholding the exact arrival . late standards of humane treat- forced to use portable urinals in . ·The prison camp, a temporary some point into jumpsuits. They
time and number of detainees in the ment.
order to minimize the opportunity holding center until a building with will be issued some sort of uniform
first contingent.
The conditions of confine- · for mid-air violence.
walls is erected elsewhere on the footwear, said Army Col. Terry
Eventually, the camp could house ment, including the use of small
Defense Secretary Donald H. base, is ope~ to .tlie elements, al- Carrico of the MP detachment that
2,000. "There's always something cages "would !ilso fall below mini~ Rum~feld declfoed direct comment though each prisoner will have a will guard the compound.
else you can do, another sandbag that mum standards for humane treat~'' on ,th~ Jr,a~sfer: meihods, saying·,:. w.oodeii roof overhead and a mat to
Attack dogs will also be used
ment," the organization said.: ... , ''tro~ps;h~d been'.~Jtllorized.to·u~e sieep on.atop cement slabs inside · inside, where the MPs will carry no
can be filled."
Planners are mindful of the uprisReports suggested the detain" · "appropriate resfraints"'arid noting their cells, wliich:measure 6-by-8 weapons, aithough heavily armed
ings staged by Taliban prisoners in ees, not technically· prisoners of other groups of al~Qaida and feet
Marines will patrol the perimeter.
"

BY CAROL ROSENBERG
Knight Ridder Newspapers

'

'

Bush administrationdenies·helping Enron
'CABINET· MEMBERS DENY AIDING THE·BANKRUPT ENERGY GIANT BECAUSE OF POLITICAL TIES,
BY STEVEN THOMMA
Knight Ridder Newspapers

WASHINGTON - Senior members of the Bush administrat.ion on
Sunday said they did not intervene
to help bankrupt energy giant Enron
Corp. and did not alert ·President
· Bush or the public because the
company's problems were public
knowledge.
In an effort to insulate the administration from a fast-growing scandal, Commerce Secretary Don Evans
and Treasury Secretary Paul O'Neill
. tried to dispel suggestions that the
· administration might have tried to
help the company because of. its political connections. Company executives contributed to Bush as well as
to dozens of Republicans and Democrats in Congress.
Evans and O'Neill also dismissed
suggestions that the administration
could have done something to save
the retirement funds of thousands of
Enron employees. Rep. Henry
Waxman, D-Calif., has complained
that the administration should have
acted to save the company and the
. employees who had invested heavily
in its stock.
Evans said he received a call from
Enron chairman Ken Lay last Oct.
29 informing him of the company's
problems with its credit ratings and

seeking help; Hours later, Evans ing on a proposal to stimulate the
. met with O'Neill for a regular economy;
lunch. "He agreed with my judg"I didn't think this was worthy
ment. not to do. anything," Evans of me running across the street and
said on NBC's "Meet the Press."
telling the president," O'Neill said
"Companies come and go. It's of a phone callfrom Lay. "I don;t
· ... part of the genius of capital- go across the street and tell the'
ism," O'Neill said on Fox News president every time someone calls
,. me." .·
. Sunday.
Both cabinet officers portrayed'::
their talks with Lay as neither ·
unusual nor surprising, given
"\\It.
news reports that the Houston~:
. based firm was ailing and its stock
was sinking fast.
' . ;.
. ··
·
'
. "At that point in time, tens of
thousands of employees ha~ .al- :
•
· ··
J.
ready lost their life savings be· cause the stock value had already
collapsed," Evans said.
He added that Enron stock had CO
lost 90 percent of its value by the ·
time Lay calied him.
·.
·
"I frankly think what Ken toJd.
Enron.~
me over the phone was not new
-· Sen.Joseph Lieberman;
news. You all had been reporting
Chairman of Governmental
for weeks that Enron had probAffairs Committee
lems,' that they were in trouble,"
O'Neill addedduring his Sunday
appearance on Fox News.
O'Neill' said. the calls from
Enron declared bankruptcy Dec.
. Enron chairman Lay were brief,
did not seek any specific help and 2, and while top executives, had
came at a time last fall when he been selling their stock for months
was focused on seizing the finan- at higher prices, thousands of em-.
cial assets of terrorists and work- ployees watched helplessly as re,

CON~RESSIONAL

INVESTIGATION CONTINUES.

Company officials did not return
tirement accounts invested in comcalls
for comment Sunday.
pany stock were. wiped out. En1Sen.
Carl Levin, D-Mich., chairployees had been blocked from
their accounts during· a change of man of the Governmental Affairs
·Subcommittee on Investigations,
. plan administrators;·
As criminal and congressional said he is foc"usirig on "deceptive"
inquiries into the largest bank- practices by. Enron and Arthur
ruptcy in American history accel- Andersen that concealed financial
·· erated, Democrat$ appeared divided problems.from investors and the
. over \Vhither to fo~us on the com- public. Levin said he accepts the·
pany and its accounting firm or on Bush administration's word that it
did nothing to help Enron.
the. Bush ad1T1inistration. ·
But Rep. John Dingell, D-Mich.,
Sen. Joseph Lieberman, DConn., chairman of the Govern- the senior Democrat on the House
mental Affairs Co~mittee, cited a Energy and Commerce Com1pittee,
newly revealed memo.showing that urged a broader look at Enron's ties·
the Arthur Andersen. accounting to the Bush administration, includfirm ordered documen,ts destroyed ing its role in the formulation of
lastautumri, fo1.frdaysbeforeEnron Bush~s proposed energy policy.
revealed a$6 l 8 million loss for the· Said Dingell: "All this ties tothird quarter...
gether."
~"'weknowihatArthurAndersen, ·
the supposedly independent auditor, covered up facts very rel~vant
. to the condition- ·or-·-Enron,"
Lieberman said on CBS's "Face the
Nation."
"This kind of memo to destroy
documents raises very serious questions about whether obstruction of
justice occurred here," 11e·said. "If
this memo was what it looks like,
I'm afraid that the folks at Arthur
Andersen could be on the other end
of an indictment before this is
. over."

e know that ·
Arthur Anderson: '
·the supposedly·. · .
·
tndependent auattor,
d fi
Vere, . up acts very
re/evantlrFthe· ·: :···.: .. ':;
.condition :of
"
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.. BREAKFAST. BRuNCH ~-:LUNCH
· ·(Jn Hyde Park Plaza .. North on Edwards past Maclison, left on Wasson
Leu than a mile from RookWoo<lCommoas)
· ··

***************•**************************************

/\ward ·winn1ng Qestaurant
Weekday~·-

Qyjck In & Out

fantacSlic Menu·
·Wonderful Ambiance
frie~dly. 0efvice

.

Great food

· Rec~nllY. cqver¢d in· Uie Cincinnati Enquirer, Cincinnati
· Magazine, Business Courier and Hyde Park Living
Conyenienlly located in H.Ycl~ P~rk Plaza, Next lo Walgreens
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Expattding company
seeks several
.
. .
ambitious· individuals who are team
players,. love a challenge and like to
·<·have fun!
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New year's_ blues
Ahhhh. There's just something Buenger are woken by the sounds
so refreshing about a new year. And of hammers, cranes and power drills
here at Xavier, we have the added working on the long overdue
bliss of a new semester. We no Gallagher Student Center. We at
longer have to attend that token The Newswire apologize for reportclass each semester that makes us ing due dates for the Student Cenwant to drop out of school entirely. ter that were not achieved. We are
Some of us ·have been granted a sorry to have crushed your dreams
second, third or fourth chance to of a Student Center in time for sturaise our GPAs like we always said dents to enjoy it.
There was one thing that got finwe would. And we are all one semester closer to graduation, how- ished in time for the start of the new
ever relieving or frightening that semester. A nice bronze statue of
may be. But lo and behold, a few someone glaring down at us in a
\.
.
inconsistenhalf-standing,
cies have
half-about-tobrought us
fall-on-his-face
down from
position graces
our highs
the academic
and made us
mall. A Physical
realize that
Plant
crew
yes, this seworked around
mester may
the clock to finbe no differish the statue,
ent than the
.but once again,
ones before.
when is the
Many stu- ·
Gallagher Center going to be
dents went to
t.
open?
class
on
Monday
And
once
morning
students were
only to find
deafened by the
they were one of the handful in the commotion of the Student Center,
classroom that had planned on tak- glared at by St. Whomever, and
ing calculus this semester, all the made it to the right classroom for
others gung-ho for a theology class. the right class, panic set in for
"It may have just been a misprint some. It seems that a few departon my schedule," the student · ments have noticed some "grade
thought as visions of the quadratic inflation." Too many students were
. fonnula and slopes were crushed by doing too well. Assuming these
talk of bellef and faith. It may seem students weren't all capable of gettrivial, but showing up in the wrong ting As, professors in certain !iepartclassroom for your first class be- ments have been instructed to grade
cause of someone else's error is not harder. Let's not give credit to an
the ideal start to the semester.
increased intelligence of the stuAnd yet again, the students in dents, but make them work even
Kuhlman, Husman, Brockman and harder for an A.

·'1t may seem trivial
but.showing up in the
wrong classroom for
your first class because
ofsomeone else's error
is not the ideal start to
,,
he semester.
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Crosstown put-down
PRESIDENT GRAHAM DISAPPOINTED.
Although it will probably seem
like ancient history by the time you
read this letter, r wanted to comment on an episode from the Dec.
14 Xavier vs. UC game. I refer specifically to the unfortunate chant
that erupted as Romain Sato was
being wh,istled f<?r a technical foul
in the second half.
I recognize the game came at the
end of a long semester after people
had worked hard and were tired. I

recognize as well the game did not
go as we hoped it might. Nonetheless, the chant was not the best way
to handle a frustrating situation.
Indeed; that moment was the low
point of the game for me, worse by
far than any missed shot, foul or
even the final score.
In many ways; on and off the
court, through community service
projects and other engagements,
Xavier students often make me very

proud. Perhaps I am spoiled, but I
have come to expect a high degree
of maturity and leadership from our
students. The Dec. 14 chant clearly
did not represent the best in us. It
is my sincere hope that student
groups, such as the X-treme Fans,
will continue their good work and
help provide other spirited alternatives that better embody Xavier's
high standards of good sportsmanship.

·coACH MATTA CHALLENGES STUDENTS
A common feature shared by the
finest college basketball programs
in the country is great student body
support. In my short time here at
Xavier, I have come to believe we
can be among the very best in that
regard.
My goal is to make the Cintas
Center a very difficult place for our
opponents to play and certainly our
students have a significant role in
making that happen. My hope and

challenge to you is for you to be
the most enthusiastic, creative and
loud student section i!l the country. Becoming such a positive factor in our success can include a variety of actions and a whole lot of
energy, but it should never take the
fonn of vulgar language or inappropriate personal attacks on our
opponents.
I very much want you to enjoy
your participation in our games, but

always remember being part of
Xavier basketball means conducting oneself with class and dignity
at all times. When the final. horn
sounds, I'd like every other person
in the arena, listening.on radio or
watching on television to feel like
they've seen the very best of Xavier
University, on the court and from
our student body.

XAVIER STUDENT BODY CROSSES THE LINE
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I thought to myself multiple dent section could be heard in unitimes during the Crosstown son chanting as loud as they could,
Shootout "How could this be hap- "F@!# UC, F@!iUC!" Andagain
pening? How could this happen near the end of the game when Cinat the Cintas Center?"
cinnati was up by 20 points, the
There were times during the crowd grew silent and the Xavier
game where I just wanted to leave student section yelled .louder and
and forget everything that had hap- louder, "F@!# UC, F@ !#UC!"
pened. Th.ere were times I wanted
Now, I realize that the Crosstown
to yell at every single one of them. Shootout is one of the biggest
There were times I was ashamed to events in Cincinnati, and the rivalry
be a student at Xavier University. between Xavier and Cincinnati is
No, I am not talking about the fierce to say the least. However,
players on the court, but rather the · does this really justify the classless
students in the stands. Some of the chants of the Xavier student seccheers heard by everyone in the tion? As ·a Jesuit University, we
arena were deplorable.
pride ourselves on ethics and moNo class was shown by most of rality, while an event such as this
the students for certain parts of the demonstrates the worst in us.
game. The first use of profanity was
None of this was heard nationheard right before the playing of ally, thank goodness, because ESPN
the national anthem. As every pay- was able to block it out. However,
ing attendee quieted down, the stu- parents of small children in the

Cintas Center were seen scrambling
to cover the ears of their youngsters. Is this the type of university
they will send these same children
to in the future? Should parents
have to think twice before bringing their children to a Xavier men's
basketball game? These actions by
the Xavier student body are ridiculous and tarnish the image of a wonderful institution.
And so I challenge all the students at Xavier to act with class for
the rest of the season. The next
home game is against another rival, Dayton, and I pray I do not have
to hear the same things I heard at
the shootout. Cheer for Xavier in a
way that reflects the university and
do it with class.
- Mike Herrel
Class of '03
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Discrimination prohibits·
·.human rights
Sadly, there is no love for
many American citizens because
of the discriminatory beliefs of
the majority of Americans.
Several weeks back I discovered something very appalling
over the Internet. I was sent an email informing me that there was
an amendment to the constitution
that was trying to be passed to forbid gay marriages. This was an un. ·believably. un.derhancied a.nd .deceitful technique by our U.S. government.
First of all, this amendment was
only thought of because of the
recent approval of gay marriages
in Hawaii .. ()ur Constitution states
a marriage certificate, if approved
in one state, is valid in all states.
Therefore, other states would actually have to accept gay marriages if they were .married in Hawaii.

The government's cop-out is saying that they are looking after the
morality of the laws in our country.
Oh, really. Isn't that the exact.same·
defense that law-makers put up
when forbidding interracial marriages, or even integration of the
schools? The list can go on and on.

"Our c~untry is .
basically denying the
inherent right to the
pursuit ofhappiness to
a group ofpeople.',' "

If the defense of forbidding gay
marriages is because of certain
people'.s interpretation of the Bible,
then that's a huge fallacy.
A long time ago this country decided to separate Church and State.
However, it-ill the trend of this U,S,
government go through bouts of
hypocrisy, and they are just keeping up that trend of deceit when it
comes to this matter.
Politicians must realize that they
carinotjust bring up the Bible whenever they want to. The fact still remains that all people do not have
the same religious beliefs, and therefore do not read the same Bible.
The simple fact of the matter is
that our couritry is basically denying the inherent right to the pursuit
Also, their timing was a little of happiness to a group of people
coincidental if you ask me. This just because many Americans are still
amendment just so happened to clinging to their prejudices. The
come forth when most of our coun- group of Americans in this millentry is in turmoil. over our war in. nium who are avid protesters of gay
Afghanistan.
marriages are no different than the
Just in case you are wonder- raci.st and segregationists of the
ing, no, I am not gay. However, I 1960s. Gay marriages don't scare
am an American citizen tha~ is me. The bigotry still rooted in many
worried about our country. If our Ainericans' hearts is what scares me.
government can ignore the principles oµr country was founded
- Chavon Mitchell
upon to decent, tax-paying, lawClass of '05
abidi ~g citizens, then which
group is next?

"Ifour
· government can
.·ignore ·the
principles our
country was
founded opon ...
then which
group is next?"
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A thanks f~r helping
make a differenee
The generosity of several members of the Xavier community allowed 19 Xavier students, one faculty member and one staff member
to travel to Ft. Benning, Ga., to participate in the School of Americas
demonstration on
the weekend of
Nov. 17-18.
The weekend
gathering, an annual event, is focused on closing
the School of the
Americas.
The school
was recently renamed the Western Hemisphere
Institute for Security Cooperation,
but it retains the
same function: providing military
training to soldiers from Latin
America. ·
On Saturday of the weekend, we
took part in the Ignatian Family
Teach In. Here, we gathered with
students from all the other American Jesuit Universities to learn
about ttie practice of active nonviolence, as well as pray for peace
in our world. We heard many great
speakers, including Xavier's own
Chris Penna.
That Sunday, we took part in the
actual demonstration. Because of

a strongly worded judgement from·
a federal magistrate that cited the
importance of freedom of speech,
even in times of war, the demonstration was granted a permit at the last
minute to march directly up to the
gates of the
military base.
This allowed more
than 3,000
people to participate in the
procession remembering
those killed
by graduates
of school.
The weekend proved to
be a wonderful, positive
learning experience for all the students involved. This would not have
been possible without the financial
support of various campus organizations and individuals. I want to
take this opportunity to express the
gratitude of all the students involved in the trip to all those on
campus who supported us. Thank
you for making a powerful learning
experience possible.

"Wle gathered with
students from all the
other American Jesuit
Universities to learn
about the practice of
acitve nonviolence. "

- Tim Donahue
Class of '03

Make our
year.
Send us a

letter!
opednewswire@hotmail.com
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Join OMA, President Michael Graham and the
Xavier community for this
on ...

·event

Wednesdciy, jant.1ary 16, 2002
7:00 p~m.
Cintas Center Banquet Room
Sponsored by: Office of Multiaihural Affairs, Diversity Development. Refldenc:~ U(e, Mission
and Ministry. Women ond Mioorit.y Studies and the 8/adc SWdentAssodation. . ·
This program Is In conjunction
with'OMA's Perfomiailce and leCtUr.e Series ·
.
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Discounted up to.70%

.

,, ..

January 15 through January 19, 2002
Tqe.sday - Friday lOam - 9pm
Saforday lbam - 7pm .
·
· free admission . open to ttie public
Former .Old Navy
:>Hyd~Park P.laza
L 3808 Paxton Avenue
Cincinnati, 9H 45209
. We accept VISA, MasterCard, American Express~ J.Crew credit
cards, cash, and personal checks (with proper identification).
Directions from 1-71: Take Exit 6 (Smith Road and Edwards
. Road). Take Edwards Road South. Tum left onto Wasson Road.
·,:-··.Turn·
Paxton Avenue.
.. leftonto
.
.

HERE'S A BRIGHT IDEA ...
WHY DON'T YOU APPLY FOR
THE MANRESA 2002 ORIENTATION TEAM?
WE'RE LOOKING FOR TALENTED, CREATIVE,
ORGANIZED, FLEXIBLE, FRIENDLY, BRIGHT,
CONFIDENT AND SINCERE STUDENTS TO APPLY
. . FOR GRo'UP LEADERS AND ·sTAFF MEMBERS!!
APPLICATIONS ARE AVAILABLE NOW AT
http://www.xu.edu/ orientation/ ot .html

2002 Manresa Core ·
Elise Fellman: New Student Programs
Mark Arminio: Publications/ Assessment
Todd G.!Jidry: Spiritual Activities
Becky Reidy: Training
Rachel Iannitti: Staff
Matt Pellerite: Parent/Family

· -·

Applications:are dueby ..
Wednesday,· F~bruary 13th ~t .·5pm
To the Center for Career and
Leadershjp Development
O'Connor Sports Center
Any questions?
Contact Jen Weed at
7 45.:.4879 or weed@xu.edu

9
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>Matt Miller, Editor

>Sports Desk: 745-2878
>XUSPORTS@JiOTMAIL.COM

.Garber, Singer
named to AllDistrict Team
Xavier placed two student
athletes on the 2002 Verizon
Academic All-America All-District IV Women's Soccer Team.
Senior defender Lauren
Garber earned. a spot on the first
team, while fellow senior defender Liz Singer was named to
the second team;
Garber, a team tri-captain this
past season, was a part of22 shutouts iri her career, including five
this sfason. Garber, a pre-med
student, holds a 3.70 GPA.
Singer, also a team tri-captain
this past season, played in 81
matches in her career, starting
every time. Singer, a 2001 Atlantic 10 Conference First Team selection, was named to the A-10
All-Tournament team three times
in her career. Singer, a marketing
major, holds a 3.60 GPA.
To qualify, student athletes
must hold at least. sophomore
status, have a minimum· gradepoint average of 3.20, and be either a starter or key reserve for
their team.
The 11 student athletes on
the First Team, including Garber,
will appear on the national ballot for the Verizon Academic AllAmerica Women's Soccer Team,
which will be announced Feb. 5.

Muskies honored
for academics
Xavier had four athletes
named to the Atlantic l 0 Fall
Academic All-Conference teams.
Rob Bakker (men's soccer),
Lauren Garber (women~s soccer),
Liz Singer (women's soccer) and
Jill Hampton (volleyball) were
each honored.
In order to be nominated, a
student athlete must have a grade
point average of at least 3.00 and
be a starter or key reserve on his
or her team.
Bakker, a senior defender, led
Xavier this season with 14
points, including two goals and
a team-high 10 assists. He is a
business management major
with a 3.33 GPA.
Garber, a senior defender,
played in all 18 games for
Xavier, scoring nine points (3G3A). She is a pre-med student
with a 3.70 GPA.
Singer, a senior defender,
played in 18 games for the Musketeers. Singer is a marketing
major with a 3.60 GPA.
Hampton, a·senior outside hitter, started all 31 matches for
Xavier. Also an A-10 All-Conference pick, Hampton led the
team with 3.68 digs per game ·
and was second with 3.37 kills
per game. She is an occupational
therapy major with a 3.46 GPA.
Xavier has held one of the best
graduation rates for student athletes in the nation. In the latest
NCAA Graduation Rates report,
Xavier graduated 93 percent of
student athletes that had exhausted their eligibility.

..

... ·h..... h
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Muskies unbeaten
BY JOE ANGOLIA
Editor-in-Chief

The last inonthof men's bas-.
ketball begari with a thrashing at
the hands of the crosstown
·Bearcats, butendedwi.ththeMus~
keteers riding the heels of a sixgame winning strea( including
wins at Creighton and Dayton.
While many dismayed over the
Xmen's 20-point loss to Cincinnati, the team has captured two
· rare road wins, first at Miami and·.
recently at Dayton, where XU had.
not triumphed since the end of the
Pete Gillen era (1993-94).
.
At 11-3, including a perfect 30 in Atlantic 10 play, the Musketeers are in the midst of confer-.
ence play and begin a three~game
road swing against George Wash~
ington on Thursday..
XAVIER 72, RICHMOND 62
The Spiders·. en.tered last
Saturday's contest fresh off the
school's first-ever Atlantic 10
game, a 77-57 win over La Salle.
Richmond managed to hold
Rasual Butler, the A- lO's second- leading scorer (24.5 ppg), to just
four points.
Richmond didn't fare as well
in their first A-10 road game,
though for a time it appeared their
multiple defensive schemes
would allow them to pull off the
upset.
XU was kept in check early by
an aggressive Richmond defense,
which swarmed junior David West
on every touch. West went to the
bench with 8:27 remaining in the
first half, after picking up his sec-.
ond foul.
Xavier played out the rest of
the half without its main weapon
but still managed a slim lead, 2523, at the_ half.
West sparked the start of the
second half with a three-pointer
from the corner, surpassing his first
half point total of two.
The Muskies stayed on top
until Richmond took the lead, 4240, following two free throws from
Mike Skrocki. The Spiders had not
lead since they lield an ll-10 advantage.
Senior Kevin Frey swung the
momentum back to Xavier's side

THE XAVIER NEWSWOU

A-10, pn lorigest win, streak of season ,

a

with big dunk, emba~king the
· Xmen on a 19-5 run, Three-pointers
from sqphomore Romain Sato. and
junior Lionel Chalmers helped push
the XU lead to 59-47, with nearly
six minutes left in the game~
Richmond wouldn't go quietly,
as Jeff Myers hit:two threes and
Reggie Brown contribu~ed three·
points during a 12~2 Spider run
which broJ.!ghtthem withfo two, 6159 with 1:53 left in the game.
Head coach Thad Matta called
timeoutto regroup the troops. Sato ,
.scored on the ensuing possession,
giving· him a game~high 20. points,
and West followed with four points
of his own to put the game out of
reach.·
. "We knew goirig 'in that it was
goirig to be exactly as we saw," said
Matta. "We knew it was going to be .
tough the way they extend their de- ·
fense andthe way they are disciplined on offense. We had guys who
stepped up and made plays down the·
stretch."
·· ·
Including·the Richmond game, .
Satb has averaged 21.0ppg in XU's
last three. games. His increased effectiveness insidethethree-point arc
has increased his scoring ability and
taken some of the burden off West.
"He keeps adding to his game,"
said Matta. "His aggressiveness is
something
we
need.
His
ballhandling gets better daily. You
.
NEWSWIRE PHOTO BY BRIAN ANGOLIA
just keep seeing h.im getti,ng bette.r." ; Sophomore·guard Romain Sato has led the Muskies in scoring
Chalmers also scored in double-

See Men, page 14

in all of XU's three Atlantic 1O games, all victories. For the
season, Sato is second on the team in scor.ing at 13.9 ppg.

Men's Upcoming games
~-t;
George Washington· Colonials
(10-5,3-1)

La Salle

Explorers
(7-8, 0-3)

Saturday, 4 p.m.
Gola Arena
.

Thursday 7:30 p.m.
Smith Center ·

·New head coach Karl· Hobbs has his .
team sitting just a hatf~game behind XU
in the West Division; GW is led by guard
Chris Monroe, who is fourth in the conference in scoring at 21.5 ppg. Before ·
the Muskies' two-point win last year, GW
had won the last three meetings in the
nation's capital. XU leads the series, 10-7.

.La Salle, under new head coach Billy
Hahn, is .led by the explosive Rasual
Butler; the A-1 O's third leading scorer at
.
22.4 ppg .and its second leading
. rebounder behind XU's David West. XU
swept the last season's series from La
Salle and has won 17 or the last 19
meetings.. Xavier leads the series, 18-4.

GAME
Thursday, Jan. 17

Sunday, Jan. 20

Saturday, Jan. 26

•Men's basketball at George
Washington at 7:30 p.m.

•Women's basketball at
Richmond· at 2 p.m.

•Men's basketball vs. Dayton
at 2 p.m.
.· ·

Friday, Jan. 18

Wednesday, Jan. 23

•Women's basketball vs.
La Salle at 7 p.m.

•Men's basketball at Rhode
Island 7:30 p.m.

Saturday, Jan. 19

Friday, Jan. 25

•Women's basketball at St.
Bonaventure at 7 p.m.

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL
VS. LA SALLE
Friday, Ja n. 18, at

lp.m.
at the Cintas Center
Home basketball games take
place at Cintas Center.

~~~~~~~~~~~-

•Men's basketball at La Salle
at 4 p.m.

of the
WEEK

Home games are in bold

The women's team is off to
a rocky 6-10 start and are in
need of a win. The team would
really <J.ppreciate student support as they. try to knock off
the Explorers and get the season turned around. Come out
to the Cintas Center and cheer
them onto a victory.

.week of JANUARY 16, 2002
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Women
off
to
slow
start
YOung
by inconsistency, poor outside shooting
teamplagu~d

BY-.SEAN O~BRlEN ·
the bask~tball prcwed costly. Xa~ier
-.-.:-_.. ,-.·-,:-A....;..s....;..~-t.~Sp-.o-r-ts_B_d-it-o-r...,....,.._.- . turned the ball ovel'. 2ltim~s toJose
The wcmien 's basketball te·a:m their third straight to th.e I,.ady Raidplayed-elglit gaoies ovebtile winter:· . · ers of Middle Tennessee.State.
·
Waugh gotthings going e_arly for
break and went 2~6. · Turnovers and
poor shooting are to· bla.me for the . :Xavier asshe scored theteam's first
majority of their six losses over.that sevell pol'nts. Xavier took a 34~29
span:Theirtwowi~scameoverMis- lead at the_halfbufthatlead evaposissippi State and Fordham. .
rated after halftime.
..
.
. The Musketeers are 6-lo; 1-3 and.
The Lady Raiders opened up the
are looking to iniprove as conference .second half on ~11 8-0 run. to take a
play beginsfo pick up starting this three~point lead .... Xayier wouldn't
week.
.
..
.
get any clos~l'. on this ~ight iii drop. ping 68~60.deCision to MTSU."
W:augh'led the way for t~e :tylµs· COLORADO STATE 65, XU 48
In the opening round of the .· keteers, scoring 20 - points.
Women's Sports Foundation Classic Herid~rspnphipp~din with 13 ~nd
at Ohio State, the Musketeers fell to junior R,.e~ttli· Piipari scored lL ·

a

the then·_ nUffibef 16th ranked team
. ,
'.·. ..._.. .
,
.
in the nation.·
.
.
XU 74, MISS.ISSIPPISTATE 72
. The Rams took advantage of
Thingsffnallfwenttherightway
Xavier~s season-high 27 turnovers to for the Musketeers as they knoc~ed
put an eitd to the Musketeers upset off Mississippi State in an exciting
hopes .. Colorado State used.an ll-0 · ·come-from.. behind victory.
run to open the second half to take a . Waugh drove the lane and got
16 point lead arid riever looked back. fouled. with 35 seconds to go arid
Senior. Shavon Bell led the way knocked down both free throws to
for Xavier with 15 points. Freshman give Xavier a two-point lead and the
Alexis Henderson scored 12 and victory.
sophomore Kate Kreager added 10. ·.
Trailing by seven points with 49
The 48-point output· was Xavier's seconds to play, Piipari made a threelowest point total since 1998.
pointer to cut the lead io four. The
Bulldogs went back up by five after
making two free throws. Bell then
OHIO STATE 96, XAVIER 68
In the Consolation Game of the answered the call for Xavier by hitWomen's Sports Foundation Classic, ting a three-pointer and cutting the
the' Musketeers lbst to ·ohio State. deficit to two ·with 39 seconds to
For the second straight game, Xavier play.
The Bulldogs c·onverted one out
beat themselves by turning the ball
over 25 times. The Buckeyes turned of two free throws to stretch their
those 25. Xavier turnovers into 36 lead to three points. On the ensuing
'trip for 'the Musketeers, Piipari hit
points.
Junior Amy Waugh opened the her second three-pointer in 20 secgame with a three-pointer but Ohio onds to tie the game with 29 secState responded with an 11-0 run onds to play.
The Bulldogs missed an inside
and held the lead for the rest of the
shot with 13 seconds to go and
game.
The Buckeyes attempted 71 field Henderson grabbed the rebound for
Xavier to set up Waugh's game-wingoals, compared to Xavier's 44.
Kreager was one· of a couple ning free throws.
Piipari scored a career-high ·28
bright spots for Xavier.· She recorded ·
Bell scored 17 and
her-fifth career double-double. with points.
21 points on a 10-13 shooting night Henderson had 12 points and eight
and pulled down 11 . rebounds. rebounds.
Waugh went for four points, seven
Waugh was the other bright spot,
missing a double-double by one as- rebounds, and five assists. Sophosist, she scored 15 points and dished more Aida Sarajlija came off the
bench and scored a career-high 10
out nine assists.
points and tied her career-high ~ith
MIDDLE TENNESSEE 68; XU 60 four rebounds.
For the third straight game, the
DAYTON 77, XAVIER 66
Musketeers' inability to take care of
Xavier opened up Atlantic 10
play with a tough challenge, on the
road against Dayton.
·
In the first half, Waugh held the
team together and orchestr_ated an
11-3 run in which she scored nine
points to cut the UD lead to three
points. The Flyers responded with
an 8-1 run and took a 36~27 lead at
the intermission.
The Flyers opened up the second
half with an 8-2 run to pull ahead by
a score of 44-29.
Just as the game was starting to
look out of reach for the Musketeers,
Kreager scored five straight baskets
and cut the lead to 63-56 with just
under six minutes to play.
. However, UD was just too much
to handle for the Musketeers and
won theA-10 opener 77-66.
DUQUESNE 77, XAVIER 56

The Musketeers played· their
second A-10 game on the road
and had a similar outcome. The
Dukes held :Xavierto a season low
37.5 percent shooting from the
field ·and .knocked off the ·Musketeers who fell to 0-2 in the conference.
Duquesne took a 32-28 lead
at the half and then opened up
the second half with a 17-3 run to
stretch their lead to 49-31.
Xavier didn't get any closer
than 12 points the rest. of the
game.
Sarajlija ·scored a career-high
12 points and p~lled down a ca~ ·
reer-high seven. rebounds .
. Kreager added lo points for the
Musketeers.

XAVIER 68, FORDHAM 63
With an 0~2 record in the con~
ference, the Musketeers were in
desperate need of a win over the
.Rams. In a· game in .which the
Rams wouldn't go away, Xavier
held on to a 68-63 victory.
·
Piipari scored the first eight
points of the game to spark the
Musketeers. Behind her solid
·first half efforts, Xavier took a 3932 lead at the half.
The Musketeers led by as
many as 10 in the second half but
the Rams fought back and got to
within three points. with just under seven 'minut~s to play. .
Waugh made seven free throws
in the final 2:45 to help hold off
Fordham and give the Muske-·
teers their first A-10 victory this
season.
Piipari led Xavier with 24
points, Kreager tossed in 10 and
Waugh recorded a double-double
with 14 points and 11 assists.
GEO. WASH. 81,'XAVIER 59
In a rematch of the last two
Atlantic 10 · Championship
games, George Washington
routed XU, 81-59, in the Muskies'
first and only regular season appearance on national television
(ESPN2).
Xavier got off to one of its best
starts of the season in scoring the
games first five points. However,
GW quickly erased that deficit
during a 37-6 run that left the
Muskies in a 37-13 hole.
GW shot a blistering .559 from
the field in the first half, including 6-11 on three-pointers. In
stark contrast, XU's .321 field~
goal percentage was highlighted
by a 0-10 performance from beyond the arc, the first time· this
season that the women had failed
to make a three during a half. •·
An Amy. Waugh three-pointer
to start the second half ignited an
11-4. run, which the Muskies followed up with a 7-0 run, capped
by a Waugh driving layup in
which she. was fouled. This cut
the Colonials lead to 11 at 5645, but Waugh missed .the ensuing free-throw and GW went on a
19-3 run to effectively put the
game out of XU's reach.
Xavier's .poor shooting.,~urt
them again in the second half, this

NEWSWIRE PHOTO BY BRIAN ANGOLIA

Junior Reetta Piipari keyed a seven-point comeback in the last
minute of play against Mississippi State to earn Xavier a 74-72
win. ··Piipari scored a career-high 28 points in the contest,
including two three-pointers during the frantic comeback.
time from the free throw line, where
the Muskies shot a dismal 4-10.
HENDERSON HONORED
Piipari .finished- with a teamHenderson was named A- I 0
highl 6 points despite missing on Rookie-of-the-Week for the week
all eight .of her three-point at- of Dec. 9-15. In the games that week
tempts. Kreager chipped in with 13 against Toledo, Colorado State and
points;
Ohio State, the 6-foot freshman avGW was paced~ career-high-ty- eraged 12.3 points and 6.3 rei ng 25 points from Elena bounds; It was the second time this
Vishniakova and 21 points from season· that Henderson has earned
Cathy Joens.
the award.·
The victory marked the 157th
The first-year player· was inA-10 conference win for GWcoach serted into. the starting lineup after ·
Joe McKeown, setting the confer- three games and has performed adence record for coaching wins.
mirably in filling the gap left by
With the loss the women fall to the graduation of two of XU's best
6-10 on the season, 1-3 in theA-10. post players ever-Jen Philips and
They finish their three-game Taru Tuukkanen.
homestand with a visit from La
Salle on Friday.
.----------------------------

Woinen'sA-10 Schedule
'

.. ,:

.\ .~

., .

La Salle

Richmond
Spiders

_Explorers
. (4-11, 0-4)
'·,

(7-10, 1-3)

,'

Friday 7 p.m.

Sunday 2 p.m.

Cintas Center

Robins Center

. La Salle arrives in Cincinnati
still lookingfor its first A-10
win. The Muskies have won
six of the last seven meetings
with La Salle, including four in
a row. Beth Hudak leads the
Explorers with 12.2 ppg. XU
leads the series, 1l-6.

·· XU visits Richmond in the
programs' first ever meeting.
The Spiders have struggled in
their inaugural season as a
member of the Atlantic 10
Conference, just recently
notching their first conference
win on Sunday.

·'•"Tr
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Sato, H8il _ sbare w~ekiY.<'h61lOTS

SJU's Moranwins sixth.Player-of-the-Weeki11leading:4.~0.Hawk$
.
.

BY MATT MILLER
Sports Editor
. . •.
Dayton's Brooks. Hall shared
the Atlantic 10 Player-of-the-Week
award with XU sophomore Romain
Sato this past week. .
During the past week, Hall led
the Flyers to a pair of wins by. averaging 25 ppg and 5.5 rpg. Hall
poured in a career-high 26 points
along with seven rebounds in helping UD rout George Washington.
He followed that effort up with ·
a 24-point performance against
Duquesne in just 25 minutes of action. Hall added four rebounds
during the Flyers' 44-point win over
the Dukes.
Sato led the Muskies in scoring
in both ofXU's wins this week. For
more on the 6-5 guard, check out
the game story on page I 0.
Temple sophomore Brian Polk
picked up Rookie-of-the-Week
honors after averaging 18.7 ppg,
6;o rpg and 2.3 spg in three Owl
victories.
The 6-4 guard scored 17 points
against Fordham and 14 points in a
rout of Duquesne. In his final game.
of the week, against Rhode Island,
Polk went for a career-high 25
points.
For the week, Polk shot 20-30
(.606) from the field, including 1020 (.500) from three-point range.
Polk is in his first season under
head coach John Chaney after being academically ineligible last
year.

TheA-.10 possesses some of the
nation's top scorers so far this season, including -St. Bonaventure's
J.R. Bremer; third nationally at··
26.0 ppg;
· · ··
Temple'sLynnGr_eer (22A)is.
12th, La. .Salle's Rasual Butler ·
(22.0) is 15th whileChrisMonroe ·
(21.S)ofGW is 19th. ·
· ·
UMass has gotten off to a surprisingly slow start,failing to win
its first two league games. The
Minutemen, picked to finish third
in the East, find themselves in.the
division's cellar with URI.
History is Qn UM ass' side,
though, as thelast time they started
0-2, they rebounded to win 13 of
the next 14 games to win_ the regu~
·
lar sea8on title in 1991~92.
UMass plays at Rich~pnd and
hosts St. Joe's this week. . .
FordhamtravelstoSt.Joe'sthis
week to face the Hawks while trying to end a dubious streak.· Since
joining:the A-10 six years ago, the
RamshavenotwonagameinPhiladelphi11. That conies out to a 0-15
regular season mark against the
Philly trio and a 0-6 record in the
A-10 Tournament.
St. Joe's Susan Moran picked
up Player-of-the-Week honors for
her performance in two SJU victories this past week. It is Moran's
sixth honor this season.
The 6-1 senior forward averaged
24 ppg in shooting 55 percent from
the field. She scored 19 points
against UMass before erupting for

.

'
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'
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.

-

.

'.,

- ··,

29 points against Duquesne.
Moran's 24.6 ppg season aver~
age putS her at the top of the A-10
while placing her third nationally.
Moran now has a career total of
l,941··poiitts, putting·he~··on pace.
to become just the second Hawk
player to notch the 2,000-point
mark.
Freshman Anna Montanana of
GW and Fordham's Stacey Price·
shared Rookie-of-the~Week honors
for their stellar performances.
This marked the second consecutive Rookie-of-the-Week
honpr for Montanana as she helped
the Colonials .to a pair of A-10 victories.
In just 19.5 minutes per contest,
the 6-1 forward averaged 8.5 ppg ·
and 4.5 rpg while coming off the
bench for the 4-0 Colonials. Her
career-high 14 points against
Fordham keyed a GW win.
Price picked l!P her first Rookieof-the-Week award after averaging
8.5 ppg and 5.5 rpg in.two A-10
games this week. Jn a five-point .
loss to XU, Price scored a careerhigh 17 points while grabbing a
game-high nine rebounds.
So far this season the St. Joe's
and Temple basketb~ll teams have
each combined for perfect 7-0
records while La Salle's men's and . ·
women's teams are both searching
for their first conference wins, hav.
.
PHOTO COURTESY OF DAYTON SID
ing lost a combined seven A-10 Dayton's Brooks Hall was named co-Player-of-the-Week after·
games to start the conference sea- leading the Flyers to a pair of victories .. Against GW, ·Hall dropped .
son.
26 points, a career-:high,. in-~ UD rout of the. Colonials in Dayton.

Men: Muskies recover from UC· loss, run off ~ix straight wins.
continued from page 10
digits, posting a 14-point, five-assist night. XU's point guard was
solid in guiding the ~usketeers to
the win against the shifting defenses of the Spiders.

.\

XAVIER 88, FORDHAM 58
The Musketeers had little
trouble in rolling over the visiting
4-9 Rams. Sato carried the torch
early on, scoring 14 of:XU's first 21
points, before finishing with a
game-high 24 points on 9-16
shooting from the field (including
6-12 from three-point range). Sato's
24 points marked the second highest scoring night in his two-year
career.
Fordham kept it respectable in
the first half, trailing by just nine at
the break. XU blew the game open
in the second half with a 10-0 run
which pushed their lead to 62-42.
Even with 13:03 left to go in
the game, Fordham never recovered, as Sato and company shot 47 .8
percent on the night en route to the
30-point win.
Chalmers chipped in 20 points,
while West posted 14 points and a
team-high nine rebounds. Freshman Jaison Williams dished out a
career-high six assists off the bench.
XAVIER 66; DAYTON 59
The Xmen opened up conference play by getting a win in a
place Skip Prosser never managed
to do. By knocking off Dayton 6659, the Xmen earned their first win

·

at UD since 1994, the last year of
Pete Gillen's stint a(XU.
Sato earned the third doubledouble of his career with a 19-point,
IS-rebound performance, earning
him the Blackburn/McCafferty trophy as the game's MVP.
Poor shooting on both sides allowed Dayton to take an early 1610 lead before XU put together
15-6 run to close out the half. The
Xmen benefitted from an 0-12 Dayton shooting drought over the last
eight minutes of the half. The Flyers didn't snap out of their skip until
a basket from Keith Waleskowski
at the 15: 16 mark of the second half.
XU established a 51-41 lead following a three from Chalmers with
5:05 left to play, but Dayton kept
fighting and drew within four
points, 63-59. UD never got any
closer, though, allowing the Xmen
to snap their six-game losing streak
atUD.
West posted his seventh doubledouble of the season; finishing with
16 points and 14 rebounds.
Chalmers added 14 .in the win .

a

XAVIER 68, SIENA 59
In XU's final nonconference
game of the season, the Muskies
used a 22-10 run halfway through
the second half to hold off the upset-minded Saints of Siena, 68-59,
and improve Xavier's record to 83.. ,.

The run started on freshman
Keith Jackson's rebound dunk that

broke a 38-38 tie with 13 minutes
remaining in the game. ''That was
an unbelievable dunk;" said Frey.
"He [Jackson] provided a spark off
·
the bench for us today."
The Muskies then relied on the
three point shooting of Sato. and
the inside scoring of Frey and West
to pull away from Siena. Williams'
three-pointer with 2:58 remaining
in the game gave XU its biggest
lead at 60-48 and sealed the Saints'
fate.
Frey led the team in scoring for
the second consecutive game with
20 points while West chipped in
with 19. Sato helped out with 11
points, including three treys.
Siena's offense came primarily
from Dwayne Archbold, who
dropped 31. points, the highest individual point total against XU this
year. Archbold received little help
from his teammates,·none of whom
were able to. notch doubte~figures.
XAVIER 72, CREIGHTON 65 ·
· Xavier used .a season-high 22
points from Frey to snap the Blue ·
Jays' 2o~game home court winning
streak.
With West· and Sato limited· to
seven and nine minutes; respec- ·
tively; due to foul trouble, Frey
picked up the slack; scoring 13
points to help the Muskies establish a 37-33 lead.
XU trailed 57-55 with 8:53 to
go in the game, before closing out
the game with a 17-8 run, 11 of

which were compliments of West.
xu~s big man finished with 18
points and 14 boards on the night.

,

13 boards. Chalmers and junior
Dave Young rounded out the
double-digit scorers with, 12,
apiece ..
CINCINNATI 75, XAVIER 55
Logan, a tough UC
froritcourt and the loss ofWest were
more.than enough to allow UC to
the first win of the series at the
Cintas Center.
The Musketeers were ahead 2119 ·following a goal tending violation from Donald Little, before the
Bearcats took off on an 18~2 run,
with eight points coming from Logan.
Before the Xmen could even·
think about a comeback, West went
down with an ankle injury, severely
hampering
prospects of an XU
win.
The sold-out arena went silent
as West lay on the ground in pain
·and.was eventually carried into the
locker room. Sato closed :.the half
· with three points, to bring XU's
·· deficit to nine,. 30-39; "
West re-entered the game at the
15:41 mark of the· second half, but
the effects of his injury were noticeable.· XU's center resembled
Patrick Ewing; hobbling up and
down the court.
The valiant effort by West
wasn't enough, as UC kept the
Xmen at bay with 22 points from
· Logan, including a layup at the
buzzer to give the Bearcats the 20point win.
;~.;Steve

i!arn

any

XAVIER 62~ KENT STATE 56
The Musketeer8 survived a poor
shooting. night by holding the
Golden· Flashes·· fo- the ·worst field
goal percentage•agaiilst· XU since
the Muskies shut down.Duquesne
in the 1993MCCtoumament. XU's
strong defense helped· limit Kent
State to 26.1 percent shooting from
the field.
The Muskies shot just 35. I percent from the field and were tied
24-24 at the break, but did just
enough to win in the second half.
West led XU with 19 points and
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· ·Fau ·2002 Housing Available

..

·.

. Large 6 bedroom house
3 Bedroom Available
. .Very large 2 Bedrooms (if looking to economize, ~edrooms are large enough to share)
_
·
Spacious l bedroom (also large enough to share)
'

.... :;
•• • •

-

~

· . .· _.\1,-

·,

.,
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. . . '·
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•Housing'. Features
· Newly renovated·
. Off street parking
· . , . Laundry Facilitie!): > . ·.·
Heat & Water paid in.most
Safe & Secured Buildings·. ,
buildings are well maintained
• Balconies with great view and large front porches
·
Additional Storage
5 min. walkto campus
Furnisqed apts also av,ailable

. . .All

.For addresses. and prices please call 731-2800
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'Majestic' not so mighty

>Mike Kohlbecker, Editor
>Diversions Desk: 745-2878 ..
>xucivers@hobnai1am

TRY AS IT MAY,. THIS FLICK STILL FALLS SHORT ... AND FREDDY

P~INZE

JR. ISN'T EVEN IN IT .

Symphony update
Junichi Hirokami will conduct
the Cincinnati Symphony Orchestra on Jan. 19 at 8 p.m., and Jan. 20
at 3 p.m. It will performed at Music
Hall downtown.
The all Ru~sian program includes the CSO premiere of
Glinka's "Valse-Fant,aisie" and
Tchaikovsky's sweeping "Symphony No. 4 in F minor."
Student tickets are $10 the week
of the concert. Students may purchase up to two tickets with each
valid student ID.

Xavier art
Xavier University presents an exhibition of art by two visiting artists - Cynthil! Kukla and P~illip P.
Chan - Jan. 11 through Feb. 1.
Kukla's exhibition is titled
"Meditations o.n an Icon." "Fallen
Angels" is the title chosen by Chan
for this exhibition. Kukla will host
an opening reception on Friday,
Jan. 11, at 6-8 p.m.

Artful evenings
John Wilson presents, "Frank
Duveneck: The Greatest Talent" at
Montfort Heights Library, 3825
West Fork Road. The presentation
is free and open to the public. Call
the library at 369-4472 or the Taft
Museum of Art at 513-381-6868 for
more information.

Adele(L.aurieHolden)andPeter(JimCarrey)shareamomentinfrontoftheMajesticlheatre.
BY KELLIE OGANOWSKI

vinced by the strong ~esemblance
of this mysterious man to the missing war hero. At the same time back
in Hollywood, the CIA is search-.
ing for Appleton, who is now
thought to be a
·
. member of the
Communist
party.
In what are
an unbearably
slow two plus
hours, Peter falls
in love with
Luke's lawyer
girlfriend, Adele
(Laurie
Holden), encourages the elder Trimble to reopen the dilapidated Majestic movie theater, and
brings the heartbroken small town
back to life by giving them hope.
The story takes an unhappy turn
wh~n Pa Trimble dies of a massive
heart. attack and,. simultaneously,
Peter remembers his true identity.

Contributing Writer

Piano & guitar
Robert DeGaetano, classical pianist, will perform for the Xavier Classical Piano Series on Sunday, Jan. 13
at 2:30 p.m. The performance is held
in the Bethesda Foundation Auditorium. Tickets are $19 and $17. For
information call 745-3161.

Praying for rain
The Ensemble Theater of Cincin-'
nati presents the drama, "Praying for
Rain" by Robert Lewis Vaughan. The
show runs Jan. 16 - Feb. 3.
Tickets are $28 for adults, and
$25 for students and seniors. For
tickets call 421-3555.

CCM orchestra
The Cincinnati College of Music Concert Orchestra will perform
on Jan. 18, at 8 p.m. in the Corbett
Auditorium. Admission is free.

Jim Carrey once again takes a
stab at drama in his new film "The
Majestic"- perhaps in order to finally earn that long-coveted Academy Award he so nearly stole for
his incredible work in 'The Truman
Show." Unfortunately, with a humorously melodramatic script,
choppy plot Jines and the undeniable fact 'The Majestic" is a generally bad movie, it doesn't look like
Carrey will get to walk away with
an Oscar this time around.
Set in 1951, Carrey plays controversial movie writer Peter
Appleton, who one rainy night,
wrecks his convertible off a bridge
into a California river. Peter awakens on a beach in a sleepy Northern
California town not knowing anything about himself or his past. Ed
Trimble (Martin Landau), however,
is sure the mysterious man is his
supposedly .deceased son, Luke.
The rest of the town is also con-

O

The CIA arrests Peter immediately_ after the funeral. and he is
forced to reveal his true identity to
all the shocked townspeople. The
town reverts to its boring, hopeless
self and Peter
simply wants
. . to get his old
life back, dis~
·appointing
both Adele arid
: the town as a
. whole.
In a totally
unconnected
storyline, Peter
becomes a legal hero as he
fights the corrupt system. Will he go back to his
Hollywood life or will he return to
the small town and woman he has
grown to love? PLEASE! It is impossible not ·to know the predictable outcome of this sappy flick.
Landau is loveable as the caring old man who is convinced Pe-

ter is hislong-lost son. His relatively minor character periodically
brings tears to your eyes as.he copes
· with the loss of a son, the unwillingness of Appleton to accept him,
and as he finds hope and. the
strength necessary to live life to the
fullest. Some scenes in the movie
are simply impossible not to enjoy,
. such as the town dance where a con.fused Peter is asked to play piano,
. and sits down to magically remem.. ber how to play funky jazz tunes.
"The Majestic" is a movie whose
premise shows potential for a moving and original film, but it tries
too hard to bring history and dramatic triumph to a story that would
be just fine as a sappy heart-warmer.
Unfortunately, there is a thin line
between
"majestic"
and
"mucky" ... better luck next time,
Jim.

New Releases .O

The following discs are due for release on or before Dec.· 11 ...
Tim Aaron, Cut to the Chase (Dynasty) ... , Brooklyn Run, Brooklyn
Run (MCA) ... Fle8hcrawl, Soulskinner(MetalBlade) ... Alan Jackson,
Drive·(Arista) ... A Walk to Remember Soundrack (Epic) ... Linda
Ronstadt, Cristal: Glass Music Through the Ages (Sony Classical) ... John
Williams, American Journey: Winter Olympics 2002.(Sony Classical)
·

·

.... all dates ~ tentative.

Friday, Jan. 18

Saturday, Jan. 19

The Suicide Machines
@Bogart's

Freekbass
@Mad Frog

Sunday, ·Jan .. 20

Wednesday,· Jan. ·23

16 Piece Bucket

H20 ·

@Mad Frog

@Bogart's

· .. ·
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. \c~rile ol.lt of' this. tiny label. in
Memphis cii:cal95o~6s: · ·' ··
. ·The ·new tribute album;
• · . :Good Rockin' Tonight; speaks
to the volume of Sun's impact
·simply with .the list of contribu.
· tors:'Sir Pati)McCartney, Van. ·.·
· 'Mc:irrison';:c~fl. Perkins, ·Bob.
;,.Dyhin; Sheryl Crow; Elton John,
Tom Petty and the Heartbreak~
e[s, KidRock (!?); Rob~rtPlant
·and Jimmy Page of Led Zepplin,
·. ·: ' · Various artistS ·: ·
·.. aricl'EricCiapton, aahelll, to
.
' name a few•.This unbelievable ··
···• GoodR()'9kin' Ton'ight/'I'he
Legacy of Sun Records.
cast, as well ·a~ other notably
.(EMDMrgiri)
. · talented: artists;· do.their best to
pay trlbu.te to their influences.
· · ·
from Sun. ·
. McCartney.starts the first
. Artists pay homageio the · _track \vi th Johnny·. Cash's old. rock 'n roll legends..
· time h,it "That's Alright Mama·
' (Any ,way you do)." The track is
It is impossible to define ·just reminis.cent of ear)y Beatles
who started rockand·roll.Thave· covers from . 1962~63 .. with
heard everything from the Beatles . McCartn~y 's voice still like a. .·
to Elvis (tile King) to Buddy Hqiiy, · bird. Track 6 has Tom Petty a~d
to Chuck Berry to blues legetids, the Heart breakers covering . ··.
like Muddy Watters, John Lee·· "Blue Moon/' a well~known
Hooker or even Jazz master Louis· standard somewhere between
Armstrong. I know, these can all be .)lueg.rass and Roy Orbison far~fetched. The fact is no single figure that one out. Petty whines ,
person started it. ·It was a'dynaµiic ' and b~llows over the music giv- ' ..
interaction__;_ groups and perform~.·,'. ing 'way finger lickin' finger.
_ ers bouncing offeach other~s licks, : pickin' at the end. This is by far
lyrics and limelight. The same must the best track. There are 14
be said of Sun Records. Though other ones, besides these two
they had a major contribution to · keepers. "Blue Suede Shoes,"
. music then and now, they did not . "Don't Be Cruel'', and "Whole
start rock and roll. Although, you Lotta Shakin' Goin On" are
might be surprised to hear so when some other familiars as well.
Elvis, Jerry Lee Lewis; Carl Perkins,
- Jon Bachmeyer;
Johnny Cash and Otis Redding all
Contributing Writer
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· Collegiate Prcsswirc -

J\Tews Students Use
http://www.cpwirc.com .·

·

·Bungalow
·cabin
Castle
Chateau

Hut

Palace

.Igloo
Manor
Mansion
Mobile

Ranch
Shanty
Tipi
Villa

The Center for Career and Leadership Development
has countless resources for anyone wanting to do
.more vyith a degree than .just hang it on the wall.
So, what's·· holding you back? Job opportunities
aren't going to fall into your lap. You have to track
down your options and grab them. The staff of the
Center for Career and Leadership· Development can
help you prepare and guide you in the right direction.
Of course, you can always· find a job without
assistance - t.he fast-food i_ndustry has made some
. amazing technological advancements in the past few .
years. You choose your scenario~
Scenario A:The Xavier student who
thoughtfinding a job in the.2002
economy required no assista!lce.

WWWJCAVIER.EDU/CARE.ERANDLEADERSHIP
··..

~

.

Scenario B: The Xavier student who
used. the resources of the Center
for Career and Leadership
Development.
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World Religion Day. But that's
justme. .
.
: · Today: is also ~ational Penguin .
· ?>-wal'eness' Day. $0 Spinning Pen~
gufo.s ... :b.e aware thatC:oHege .
Bowl 2k.2 will give you night terrors.
. .•. ·
. 1 p:irt. Mass shoulg oe ill full
effecftpday.' SiI1g scmgs; · Hold
. hands~ Bangdrunis,·rthiiik~tiar~ ..
fuortica solo•ifoexti: ···. .: ·
·· ·

January 16
After such an extensive Qreak,

I have had an epiphany. There may
be only one thing that is worse
than having to work during break
(if you don't count working for
The Newswire) and .that is not
workipg over break. l tell you, if
there were an Olympie event
named after what I did, it wo.uld be
called the downhill slothuni. I
achieved 'new feats oflaziness that
I never in my wildest dreams
thought I could have achieved.
The hardest part of my day was
opening the refridgerator to grab
milk for my breakfast at 2 p.m. With
nothing else better to do, I
drowned my boredom in the only
thing that I am capable of turning
on ... the television. After watching hours of mindless entertainment, I came up with another conclusion: the Smurfs only had
about a 20 word vocabulary. More
than that, they could use one word
to mean about 100 things. Pretty
smurfin' sweet huh?
Elizabeth Toledo is speaking
today in the Kelley Auditorium at
8 p.m. Her topic is on "Everyday
Acts of Rebellion." After. the
speech, anyone interested in establishing an independent government should give me a call. As
our first president, I nominate Pat
Buchannan ... or Smurfette,
whoever's available.
It's National Hot Tea month.
Perform an everyday act of rebellion and go to the International

o

CoffeeHourtodayfrom3:30p.m
to 4:30 p.m. It's the Welcome
Back Coffee Hour. No tea will be
served. . Tea is for smurfln'
smurfs an)rway. '
.

I 1;}1i;~·1J!\'I
January 17'
I guess before I go. any further, I should tell you about this
week's Calendar Girl. She just
recently transferred to Xavier
from a small college just outside
the Enchanted Forest. She cites
her being the only female in the
school as her reason for departure. However, the actual truth
is that she was kicked out for
wearing a scandalously reveal-.
ing blouse.
At 7 p.m. today there is Martin Luther King Jr. dinner celebration in the Cintas Banquet Room·
I know that Smurfette won't be
there.
She
can't
afford to eat
.
.
: .
much in order to keep her 5 oz.
body in gear..
Me tell you. Boy Sets Fire
play Bogart's today. Show start
8 p.m. Pennywise there too.
I once saw an episode of"Perfect Strangers" where Balki
Bartokomous fills out cousin
Larry Appleton's NFL bets for
the week. He just picked which-

ther. ·Suicide Machnie~ ·(the band)
· and Catch 22 are playing Bogart's
todayat8:30p.m ·
..
Today marks one:of Xayier's
greatest traditions. Coldness and ·
nakitude: What could be b~tter? .
That's right, it's·time again for the
!think people should be forced
NearNaked Mile. Attire is boxers·•
to put the Jr. !lfter MLK. .Dairy
for boys and sports brasfor girls.
Meet at the residential mall at 7 p.m. - ·Famiers actoss the coiintry have
received far too mu,ch business by
God, I hope it snows: •
. disle:Xics evefy\Vhere. Iri anycase,
Today also marks the· begin.it's Martin Luther King Jr. Day.
ning of Christian Unity Week
.·.·.The notion of having no class
. today fills me with so much joy I
· just have to e~press it somehow.
· Goocl thing it's NationalSend a
]an~ary 19 __·
. H~gDay'.
It
is
a
sa<i
day
in
Cincil,mati
for
Calendar Girl Smurfette
college football, mighty college
football, is gone; In its wake I am
ever team's mascot he thought
january22
forced to entertain myself with the
would beat the other team's mascot.
rifumatdl:sh tlEArmory .. To~
. · There is nothing going on toLong story short; the show got canday at 1 h;m. )(avier takes on Kenday and; alas,· I· must inform you
celled. , .Good thing a Musketeer
would definitely kickthe smmfout . tucky. Maybe they'll let ine enter.·•. that it's National Answer Your
After all, I did get that Red Rider · Cat's Question. Day. What the
.of a ColoriiaL The men's basketball
BB gun for Christinas. ·
·
· Smurf?! You gotta smurfin' be
team plays at GW today at'7 :30 p.in
smurfin' me. Oh yes. On this holi- ·
day you look at your c'at and answer
you believe it I~ asking.
Speaking.
of
cats, I think l know
Janudry20.
January 18
why they have some sort of venThe Suicide Machines set up
detta against the Smurfs. Use of
Not to be outdone by 'the Chris~
camp at Bogart's today. No, Jack
the word "smurf' in every sentians, today is National Wodd ReKevorkian isn't paying Cincinnati a
tence would drive me smurfin'
ligion Day ... if that is possible. I
visit. The Band. No, northern eicrazy too.
think it should be called World

'i'i ti, •: •USfl
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Help Wanted

Woodburn: 3 BR; and 1600
·Brewster: ··5 BR; 1616Brewster: 3
~R, aviiilable Jan: 2002. Call JoEllen
at32l-0043.

Summer day camp located
North of Cincinnati hiring counselors. All necessary training provided, great hours, excellent pay
and fun summer experience; Call
Amanda at (513) 772-5888 X
204.
.
.

Housekeeper needed in Hyde
Park home. 2 miles from XU. Work
around your schedule. Need help
3 -5 days/week or on Sat. 's. 10-20
hrs a week. Start now. Good
hourly rate. Call32l-8195.

Travel
Spring Break 2002 - Travel
with STS to Jamaica, Mexico or
Florida. Promote trips on campus
to earn cash and free trips. Information/reservations 1-800-6484849 or www.ststravel.com.
0 * Act Now! Guarantee the
best spring qreak prices! South Padre, Cancun, Jamaica, Acapulco,
Florida & Mardi Gras. Reps
needed. Travel free, earn $$$.
Group discounts for 6+., Call l-800838-8203 or log on at www.leisure
tours.com.

A free spring break! Hottest
destinations/parties! Lowest
prices guaranteed! Best airlines/
hotels! Free booze/food! 2 free
trips on 15 sales. Earn cash! Group
discounts!
Book
online.
www.sunsplashtours.com. 1-800-.
426-7710.

what

For Rent
House for rent: large 4-5 or 56 BR; 2 full baths. Features include: free laundry, security system, free water, large porch, unfinished full basement, spacious
rooms, private fenced backyard,
A.Cl central air, new carpet, very
well-maintained, short walk to
campus. (Iflooking to economize;
rooms large enough to share).
·Available in. June 2002: Only
$1,250/month for the 4-5 BR, or
only $1,550/month for the 5-6 BR
(less than $260.00/person/
month). 1761 Dana Ave. Must
see!! For showing or more info
call Brandi at 745-3209 or Todd
& Brandi at (859) 441-9488.
House for rent. Nice part of
Flora!', very quiet, 4 BR, new
kitchen, d/w, laundry, AC, parking. Call 604-5159.
1 BR apts. Big enough for 1-2
students. 5-10 minute walk from
campus on Dana Avenue and
Reading Road. $650-850/
month range. Call 221-6140.

4 BR/ 2 bath apt. Less than one
mile fromXU. Cent. air, d/w, free laundry. Availa~Ie June. $850/month. Call
Paulat739-7874. ·
1 BR apt. Short walk to campus,
furnished, utilities paid. $495/month.
Call2414107.
Awesome 2 BR apt. Furnished,
with balcony, wood floors, fireplace,
heat paid. $750/month. Call 2414107.
Huge 3 BR apt. A.C., furnished,
heat paid. 974 Dana Ave. Call 2414107.
Off-campus housing. Oxford
Apartments, 1005 Dana Ave. Free
heat, walk to campus, cable hookup, parking, AC. Accepting applications. $355 and up. Manager: Art
961-3786: Office: 474-5093.
Norwood four BR on the second
floor of two-family house. 3804
Elsmere Ave.
Stove and
refridgerator included. Free laundry.
Deck and AC $1, 100/month plus
utilities. Available June 2002. Call
731-2131.

.

·.. For Rerit: 2, 5 & 6 BR. Stunning
luxury apartments; newly renovated and close to campus. Set in
majestic tUrn of the century mansion, these apartments feature: finished w_ood floors, ceramic tile,
ceiling fan, faundr)r, AC, off-street
parking, security iighting; garbage
disposals, dishwashers and new
appliances. If you are looking to
economize, the bedrooms are large
enough to share. These apartments are a niust see and won't
last long. For a showing, call Ian
at253-7368 orTimat325-8610. ·
For rent 3 BR/2 bath. Spacious
3. BR house, walking distance to
campus and Kroger's. This property features off-street parking, detached garage, ceramic and hardwood floors, large living room and
dining room, and beautiful yard.
For an appointment contact Tim at
325-8610. Only$ l, 150/month.
Houses for rent. Easy walk to
campus. Equipped and all with offs treet parking. 885 Clinton
Springs: 7 BR/ 3 1/2 bath; 25 50

House for rent. 4 - 5 BR.
3741 Spencer. $300/ person.
Available after Jan.1. Call Dave
at 984-8576.
Apartments: one to six bed. room 945 & 1015 Dana Ave. Walking distance to sch901. Nicely furnished, laundry facilities, offstreet parking, Ac, well- lit, maintained and secure buildings. Starting at $270/student. Phone Darryl
Norris at 70:3-3242.
Awesome 5 BR house. Less
than one mile from campus. Newly
remodeled throughout. Living and
dining room, large kitchen, d/w,
cent. air, H.E.F. front porch, rear
deck. Off-street parking, free laundry; Available June 2002. $1,500/
month. Call Paul at 739-7874.

Miscellaneous
Need cash? Everybody's
Records in Pleasant Ridge pays
cash for CDs and LPs. Come
browse our wide selection of rock,
R&B, rap, jazz, blues and more.
6106 Montgomery Rd.

